
INTRODUCTION 

 

Professional tiles co LLC is one of the established and long standing business company in 

Sultanate of Oman having operations in the southern region of Dhofar. Professional tiles 

co LLC is part of Salem Mohiyaddin Bin Saif & Bros Group of companies. The company 

is one of the largest manufacturers of Mosaic Tiles, Tread and Riser, Skirting, Granite, 

Marble, etc. The company specializes trading for special ceramic tiles and sanitary items 

from Spain, Egypt, India and Oman. 

 

Professional Tiles Co. L.L.C. was founded as a limited liability company in the year 

1996. 

In the span of over 18 years, Professional Tiles Co. L.L.C. become synonymous with 

good quality products and is known throughout the Oman as a leading manufacturer of 

building materials, which meet the strictest of international specifications. 

Constantly diversifying and expanding keeping in mind that the construction sector 

formed the core of its business, Professional Tiles Co. L.L.C. branched into Marble, 

Granite, Ceramic tiles and sanitary items division. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

1. Porcelain And Ceramic tiles 

 

2. Marbles 

3. Granites 

4. Mosaic Tiles & Steps( Indoor and Outdoor) 

5. European Bathtubs &  cubicles 

6. European Sanitary Wares 

7. Faucets and Accessories 

8.  Roof Tiles 

9. Water proofing 
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Oman & India 

 

               

 

Sanitary Wares 

 

       

 

Roof tiles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Tiles Brands 

 

Spain 

1. Aparaci 

2. Totalgres 

3. Emigres 

4. Gayfores 

5. Cerypsa 

6. Keros 

7. Cicogres 

8. Cerelat 

9. Ape 

10. Mainzu 

11. Codicer 

12. Gemma (ask shanavas) 

 

Oman 

1. Al Maha 

2. Al Shams 

India 

1. AGL( Asian Granito India Ltd) 

Sanitary  

1. Cerypsa 

2. Wave  

3. PTC 

4. Hansgrohe  

        

 



 

1. Aparaci 

Cerámicas Aparici S.A. produces and commercializes ceramic wall and floor tiles and 

porcelain tiles to the international market. Aparici was started in 1961.  

The ceramic company is managed in Alcora (Castellón de la Plana), the place where the 

fabrication of tiles is already, a tradition associated with its culture. In 1966, moment of a 

big boom in ceramics in all the province, the first expansion is made getting to the 10.000 

square meters of installation and a work force of 50 workers. 

In its business growth, Cerámicas Aparici stands out for being one of the pioneer 

companies to launch to the market the floor tiles. At the end of the decade of the 70s, the 

second expansion takes place in which Ceramics Aparici reaches the 150 workers, with 

facilities of 20.000 square meters and with a productive capacity of 6.000 square meters. 

At the moment, the facility of Ceramics Aparici possesses a productive capacity that 

reaches the 14.500.000 square meters a year and a total of 280.000 square meters. 

2. Emigres 

Avlon Ceramic Pvt. Ltd. is a professionally managed organization which is 

engaged as the Manufacturer, Exporter and Supplier of a wide range of Wall Tiles. 

The range enlists Glossy Series Wall Tiles, Rustic Series Wall Tiles and Satin 

Series Wall Tiles. Our Wall Tiles are widely used in various industries like 

construction, hotel, home etc. Apart from supplying in India, we export our Wall 

Tiles to various parts of the worlds. The wall tiles that we offer are acknowledged 

for best quality and durability. 

 

We have made a name whici is trusted all over the world. With the policies of total 

dedication and hard work we have emerged successfully as the one of the major 

organizations in the market. 

 

We have fully accredited Quality Management System complying with ISO 9001-

2008, which is the highest level of accreditation available for quality systems. We 

are ISO 9001-2008 certified company. 

 

Our Innovation and Designing 

By creating design adapted to market requirements and demands.  

 

Our Quality 



By selecting prime raw materials, by subjecting each price to rigorous quality 

controls throughout the entire production process and complying the quality 

policy. 

 

Our Technology 

Implementing the most advanced technology the market has to offer and using 

totally automated processes enable us to achieve a premium quality and product. 

 

3. Gayafores 

over a century of experience decorating lifestyles and designing imperishable 

ambiances. A definitive warranty that guarantees a great ceramic product of the 

maximum quality and beauty. GAYAFORES has established worldwide reaching 

over 80 countries spread over five continents. This becomes as well part of the 

GAYAFORES philosophy, and the daily effort to offer new possibilities and 

decorative solutions, adapted to the needs of the market, which aim is to contribute 

in improving the quality of life of the people that understand the ceramic tradition 

of GAYAFORES. 

 

the company has facilities covering an area of 160.000m2 fully adapted to the use 

of latest technologies and with a clear goal in getting a “quality process and final 

product”, what has been awarded By getting the ISO 9001 Certification We are 

specialized in coating and porcelain flooring and white body with an annual 

production over 2.5 million m2. Nowadays, GAYAFORES has a global 

production of over 18.000 m2/day, what eventually can be increased in accordance 

to Picking up demand punctual levels, what guarantees a “quality service”, as one 

of the main strategic targets for the company. 

 

raw materials. Just with the most advanced technologies added to a great 

background experience, and the selection of the best raw materials (glazes, clays, 

frits...), is possible to achieve a collection of products with high quality and 

beauty. In this sense, GAYAFORES makes an strict and exhaustive control in the 

reception and later use of those raw materials, what are controlled before and 

during the proper production process, in order to avoid contamination in any of the 

processes of the production. 

 

commitment to quality. From its early years of existence in 1897, GAYAFORES 



got a clear target in offering a quality product, and the appropriate service required 

by the customers. This commitment and human effort, becomes nowadays an 

inherent part in the Quality Policy of GAYAFORES, and has been a major when 

establishing the business strategies of the company, what has finally been awarded 

by obtaining the ISO 9001 Certification to the Quality control systems of 

GAYAFORES. 

 

4. Keros 

 

Keros Ceramica is an international company specialized in manufacturing and 

selling of wall and floor ceramic tiles, with more than 40 years of experience in 

the industry. Its main objective is focused on offering an exceptional standard of 

quality and service to its clients, for this reason the company is permanently 

investing in the most advanced technology, always with the utmost respect for the 

environment. 

  

Currently Keros Ceramica has two production facilities, one in Nules, Castellon, 

the traditional center of the Spanish ceramics and the other one in Rousse, 

Bulgaria, allowing a direct and immediate access to Central and Eastern Europe. 

As a result of this production internationalization, a deep knowledge of the market 

can be achieved  making it possible to develop  the most updated ceramic 

products. From both companies our products reach more than 100 countries in the 

world.    Keros Ceramica also has a distribution warehouse in Thessaloniki, 

Greece, Keros Hellas. 

  

At Keros Ceramica our staff continues looking ahead every day, participating in 

R& D projects, advancing the most creative tendencies and designs that will allow 

the maximum satisfaction to its clients and associates. 

 

  



  



 

Marble And Granite 

Professional Tiles Company is a major importer and retail supplier of premium quality 

natural stone for commercial and residential building projects. Established in 1998 as a 

natural extension of a successful custom building business, PTC quickly gained and has 

maintained a reputation for importing and distributing only the highest quality stone 

while providing clients with personalized, detailed attention in selecting the right material 

for their projects. 

 

Our materials are imported from around the world and over the years we’ve developed 

and nurtured strong relationships with stone suppliers, which enables us to hand-select 

and purchase only the best products from the world’s foremost quarries. 

 

Professional Tiles Company is one of Oman’s leading importers and distributors of 

Marble and Granite. Since 1998, PTC has continued to build a reputation for impeccable 

service & attention to detail.  

Our selections in tiles and slabs for Granite, Marble are sourced from the best quarries in 

the world. Some of them imported from India, Oman, Egypt, Spain, Turkey, China etc. 

 

With a clear understanding of building trends and changing standards in style, PTC 

continues to lead the industry with existing new product lines finishes for our growing 

client base. 

 

 

 

 

 

Marble Products from 

India, Egypt, Oman, Spain , Turkey 

 

Granite Products from 

India, China,  

 

 

 

  

http://www.globalgranite.com/commercial


Photos of Oman Marbles 

1. Ibra 

2. Al jaseera Diamond 

3. Al Shanfari 

4. Al Madina 

Photos of Indian Marbles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Mosaic Tile 

Terrazzo is a composite material either poured in place or precast or hydraulically 

pressed as tiles. Terrazzo is used for floor and wall decorative finishes. It consists of 

marble, quartz, granite, glass or other suitable chips; sprinkled or unsprinkled, and poured 

with a binder that is cementitious, chemical or a combination of both. Terrazzo is cured, 

ground and polished to a smooth surface or otherwise finished to produce a uniformly 

textured surface. 

 

PTC Terrazzo floors are made from top quality materials such as Italian marble, the finest white 

marble chips, scintillating glass or mirrors. 

 

Product Range 

Mosaic Tiles Sizes:  300 X 300 X 30 MM 

Design  :    Over 15 different designs in various colors and patterns.  

Associated Productions: 

 Roofing Tiles 

 Pavement Tiles 

 Floor Tiles 

 Tread & Risers 

 Skirting 

 Thresholds 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Roofing Tiles 

  

 

  

 

 

 

   9A                                                                                                    9A Special 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

9A Red                                                                                               9c Grey 

 

 

Pavment tiles 

No 7 (4 piece)  

 

 

 

 

 

White                                                   Grey                                                             Red 

 

 

 



 

No 7 one piece  

 

 

 

 

red                                                             white                                                    grey 

 

Tread & Risers 

 

 

 

 

NO 21                                                                                                                      NO 37 

 

Floor 

 

 

 

 

No 37                                                37 special                                                       No 21 

 

 

 



 

Details of Mosaic Tiles Projects Executed 

S. No. CLIENT PROJECT 
1 GULFAR ENGINEERING AL SHATEE, ROYAL COURT AFFAIRS, SALALAH 

2 AL HASHMI & AL RAWAS DHOFAR UNIVERSITY, SALALAH 

3 MODERN CONTRACTING  DHOFAR UNIVERSITY, SALALAH 

4 AL BAHJA CONTRACTING AL SHATEE, ROYAL COURT AFFAIRS, SALALAH 

5 AL HAQ TRADING CONTRACTING BOYS SCHOOL, ROYAL COURT AFFAIRS, SALALAH 

6 LARSEN & TOUBRO, OMAN RAYSUT CEMENT FACTORY 

7 AL JAHFLY TRADING & CONTRACTING SCHOOL TAQAH, MINISTRY OF EDUCATION 

8 MODERN CONTRACTING  MARRIOT MIRBAT, MINISTRY OF TOURISM 

9 AL ANSARI ENGINEERING  SULTAN QABOOS HOSPITAL, SALALAH 

10 AL HASHMI & AL RAWAS MOD THUMRAIT 

11 HAMDAN TRADING & CONTRACTING 
84 VILLA PROJECT AL MAQSIN, MINISTRY OF 
HOUSING 

12 
AL RASEED TRADING & 
CONTRACTING SCHOOL THUMRAIT, MINISTRY OF EDUCATION 

13 AL TAMIOZ CONTRACTING CO. GIRLS SCHOOL, SALALAH, MINISTRY OF EDUCATION 

14 GARBIA ENTERPRISES SULTAN QABOOS HOSPITAL, SALALAH 

15 LARSEN & TOUBRO, OMAN DHOFAR POWER COMPANY 

16 MAJID, OMAN MIRBAT POLICE STATION 

 

  



  





Roof tile  (HDR) 

In 1989, after more than 30 years of manufacturing bricks, la Cerámica Hermanos Díaz 

Redondo opened a new factory to make mixed tiles. They were determined to achieve the 

same objectives as they had in their brick manufacturing: to produce the best tiles 

possible. In 2006, production was improved with the opening of a modern plant for 

special pieces. This meant we were able to meet the demands of the builders and 

guarantee the best finishing for the roofs    

 Nowadays, our tiles are selected by and preferred by the majority of building 

professionals as well as being requested by home owners. A roof complete with tiles, 

manufactured by the grupo diaz redondo is a guarantee of durability, impermeability, 

ease of laying, excellent finish and uniform, permanent colour. That is why; our tiles 

have crossed frontiers and are present in various countries in three continents.      

Our tiles comply with all the guarantees demanded by the building regulations in the 

most important countries. They are produced under rigorous control, which enables us to 

guarantee then for 35 years, against ice and any hidden manufacturing defect that may 

appear. 

In the present catalogue, we are proud to offer one of the best collections of 

contemporary tiles, with a wide-ranging palette of colours and finishes and with various 

models, which can be adapted to the most diverse architectonic styles. The catalogue 

includes the classic mixed, indispensable and imperishable, the occitan, minimalist and 

delicate, and the flat tiles like the marseille and the original moneo, born out of our 

collaboration with the architectural genius of that name 

 In accordance with the regulation ISO 9001 and the Particular regulation of the AENOR 

trademark for ceramic materials. All the manufactured products and the production 

control system for manufacturing tiles comply with all the Spanish and European 

regulations and therefore have the mark N All the manufactured products comply with 

the legal requirements of the European Guidelines 89/106/CEE (the later modification 

Guideline 93/68/CEE) for “Construction Products”, and for this they have the CE marks. 

We have a solidly implanted quality control system, which is involved at every level of 

the employees and the management, on a daily basis. Its objectives are to improve the 

product, maintain safety in the production and to have the maximum respect for the 

environment. Hermanos Díaz Redondo S.A. possesses the Integrated Environment 

Authorization, which certifies that it complies with all the environmental requirements of 

the legislation in force and that it is committed to the environment. In the same way we 



are in the position to establish integrated management of quality system.(regulations ISO 

9001,OSHA 18001) as well as the Prevention and Environment (regulation ISO 14001).    

 

 

 

With nearly a century of experience, the HDR label is known worldwide for its excellent 

reputation in producing roofing tile. HDR has made a commitment to research and 

development, so that we can be sure every tile you purchase is state-of-the-art in design, 

specialization and manufactured quality. In every phase of our production and with every 

variety of tiles, our goal is always the same: to manufacture a clay tile that is of consistent 

high quality. 

Clay tile is known for its long-term durability and longevity by being wind, hail and fire 

resistant. Boral Roofing’s modern manufacturing techniques enhance this durability 

giving customers a roofing product that’s sure to last a lifetime.**  



 

 

1. Marsallesa      

 Measures: 460mmX280mm                                                                                                             

 Weight    : 3760gr.  

                                                                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Octania     
 
Measures: 466mmX273mm 

 

Weight   : 3840 gr.    

 

 

 

 

 

6. Mixta 

Measures: 466mmX275mm 

Weight    : 3800gr.                        

 

 

 



Waterproofing      

                                                                                                           


